
Vi må sætte dagsordenen!
USA  må  gå  med  i  den  Nye
Silkevej.
LaRouchePAC Internationale
Webcast,  11.  nov.,  2016;
Leder
Det  andet  punkt,  som  står  meget  klart,  er,  at  LaRouche
Political  Action  Committee  (LPAC)  har  sat  dagsordenen;
… Glass-Steagall; den omgående nødvendighed af at nedlukke
Wall Street; og det faktum, at det amerikanske folk ikke var
villigt  til  at  acceptere  Obama-Clinton-dagsordenen  om  at
bringe USA ind i Tredje Verdenskrig med en konfrontation med
Rusland. Men vi må fortsætte med at sætte dagsordenen. Der er
intet alternativ, ingen erstatning for en fortsat mobilisering
og en fortsat klarhed i lederskab, som kommer fra LaRouche
Politiske Aktions-komite og vore allierede.

Studievært, Matthew Ogden: Jeg håber, alle har haft mulighed
for at se specialudsendelsen efter valget, som vi udlagde på
denne webside onsdag; med direkte udtalelser fra både Lyndon
og Helga LaRouche. Vi har haft mulighed for at tale med hr.
LaRouche flere gange siden, inkl. for blot en time siden; og
hr. LaRouche fastslår fortsat den pointe, at dette er en højst
uafgjort situation; meget udefineret. Vi har endnu ikke fået
de fulde fakta om, hvad implikationerne af den tiltrædende
administration vil blive, men to punkter står klart. Og jeg
tror, at folk meget klart har set, at dette har været en total
afvisning  af  hele  Obama-Clinton-Wall  Street-apparatet,  der
havde overtaget det Demokratiske Parti; men også, på samme
tid,  det  Republikanske  Partis  Bush-Cheney-apparat.  Begge
partier er nu ophørt med at eksistere i deres tidligere form,
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og vi befinder os i en situation internt i USA, der ikke har
fortilfælde.

Det  andet  punkt,  som  står  meget  klart,  er,  at  LaRouche
Political  Action  Committee  (LPAC)  har  sat  dagsordenen;  og
dette punkt burde stå klart med de foregående år, der har ført
frem  til  i  dag,  inklusive  med  Kesha  Rogers’  succesfulde
kampagner med stor indvirkning, hvor hun har stillet op til
valg til offentligt embede. Men vi har på dagsordenen sat:
Glass-Steagall; den omgående nødvendighed af at nedlukke Wall
Street;  og  det  faktum,  at  det  amerikanske  folk  ikke  var
villigt  til  at  acceptere  Obama-Clinton-dagsordenen  om  at
bringe USA ind i Tredje Verdenskrig med en konfrontation med
Rusland. Men vi må fortsætte med at sætte dagsordenen. Der er
intet alternativ, ingen erstatning for en fortsat mobilisering
og en fortsat klarhed i lederskab, som kommer fra LaRouche
Politiske Aktions-komite og vore allierede.

Jeg vil gerne oplæse et kort uddrag af lederartiklen, der blev udlagt på LPAC’s
webside i dag, for jeg mener, at det meget klart definerer, hvad hr. LaRouches
aktuelle analyse af denne situation er. Derfra går vi over til diskussionen.
Overskriften lyder: »Trumps sejr betyder kun en udsættelse af krigsfaren – med
mindre der vedtages en langt mere fundamental forandring«.Den indledes med
følgende erklæring:

»Donald  Trumps  valgsejr,  og  både  Hillary  Clintons  og
Barack Obamas valgnederlag, betyder en kortvarig udsættelse af
fremstødet  for  Tredje  Verdenskrig  imod  Rusland,  under
forudsætning af, at Obama forhindres i at foretage en eller
anden vanvittig handling i sine tilbageværende ’lame duck’-
uger  –  overgangsperioden  –  i  embedet.  Det  faktum,  at  en
umiddelbar fare for atomkrig midlertidigt er taget af bordet,
er vigtigt, men det løser ikke den anden, alvorlige krise, som
verden konfronteres med.

Det transatlantiske finanssystem er stadig på randen af total
disintegration, og med mindre man omgående håndterer dette
problem, vil betingelserne for global krig snart vise sig
igen. For at løse denne umiddelbare krise, må den amerikanske
Kongres omgående vedtage de love, der er fremstillet i begge
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Huse, for en genindførelse af den oprindelige Glass/Steagall-
lov  fra  1933,  og  som  bryder  for-store-til-at-lade-gå-ned-
bankerne  op,  i  totalt  adskilte  kommercielle  banker  og
investeringsbanker.  Dette  må  være  det  første  punkt  på
Kongressens dagsorden, når den vender tilbage til Washington i
begyndelsen af næste uge.«

Det fortsætter således:

»Når  denne  presserende  handling  er  vel  overstået,  må  der
træffes  yderligere  forholdsregler  til  en  ny  form  for
relationer  mellem  de  ledende  nationer  på  planeten.«

Dette vil vi gå meget mere i dybden med i udsendelsens løb,
men denne udtalelse fortsætter med at citere nogle udtalelser
af Sergej Glazjev, præsident Putins førende rådgiver; og af
Chas Freeman, fremragende topdiplomat i USA’s diplomati; og på
anden vis, og som nu fastslår den meget klare og korrekte
pointe, at tiden nu er inde til at indse, at verden er på vej
ind i et totalt nyt paradigme. Og ud over blot en detente
mellem USA og Rusland, hvilket er en potentiel meget positiv
udvikling, så må USA også gengælde tilbuddene fra Kina om at
gå  med  i  dette  program  med  den  Nye  Silkevej,  det  Nye
Paradigme; med at gå med i AIIB og på en meget konkret og
afgørende måde gå med i den Nye Silkevej.

Vi kan meget klart definere, at hr. LaRouche er den førende
statsmand på scenen i USA lige nu. De Fire nye Love, som vi
gentagent har understreget i løbet af de seneste mange måneder
før dette valg, er fortsat øverste punkt på dagsordenen. Denne
dagsorden  begynder  selvfølgelig  med  Glass-Steagall,  men
programmet  er  i  sin  helhed  en  renæssance  for  USA,  i
traditionen  efter  Hamilton.

Under en tidligere diskussion i dag, understregede Helga
Zepp-Larouche dette brochuretillæg, der blev udgivet af

LPAC for næsten et år siden – »The United States joins the New
Silk Road« (Se også dansk introduktion ved samme navn). Heri
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fremlægges det meget klart, hvordan USA kan tilslutte sig
dette nye paradigme.

Jeg vil gerne indlede med et par uddrag af disse udtalelser,
som Sergej Glazjev og Chas Freeman er kommet med, og som
tydeligt taler om netop denne pointe; men der kan siges meget
mere. Dette er fra et interview med Glazjev til Itar-Tass
umiddelbart efter præsidentvalget: Artiklen siger:

»Ifølge Glazjev viser de amerikanske valg, at ’det amerikanske
folk ikke ønsker krig. For første gang i verdenshistorien har
vi chancen for at få en ny økonomisk verdensorden, uden at
føre en verdenskrig.’«

En tale, som Chas Freeman holdt i Hawaii nogle få dage før
valget,  med  titlen,  »Ét  bælte,  én  vej«,  slutter  med  den
pointe, at

»USA må nu indse, at det nye paradigme, defineret af AIIB og
den Nye Silkevej og alle de andre initiativer, som Kina har
taget, er det nye spil i byen«.

Og Chas Freemans pointe er, at amerikanerne ikke er med i
spillet. Tiden er nu inde til, at amerikanerne går med i dette
og indser, at det er i vores egen interesse at gå med i
initiativet for Ét bælte, én vej (OBOR). Chas Freeman siger:

»Kinas voksende indflydelse er en meget god grund til at søge
at få en plads ved siden af det, både i de nye og gamle råd i
den fremvoksende, multipolære verden, snarere end forgæves at
søge at ekskludere det. USA må være konstruktivt og hjælpsomt,
ikke negativt og kritisk – stadig mindre obstruktivt – i takt
med, at alt dette udfolder sig. Amerikanere har meget på spil
mht., hvordan Eurasien bliver integreret, og mht., hvordan
dets  relationer  med  andre  kontinenter  og  regioner  bliver.
Tiden er inde til at komme med i spillet«, konkluderer han;
»tiden er inde til at deltage i udarbejdelsen af ordenen efter
Pax Americana. Tiden er inde til at bruge Kinas initiativ til
amerikansk fordel.«



Jeg kunne sige mere endnu, men jeg vil blot fastslå den
pointe, at tiden nu er inde til at anerkende det fulde
ansvar af det intellektuelle lederskab, som LaRouchePAC har
defineret og fortsat leverer. Og, med de Fire Nye Økonomiske
Love, med implikationerne af Alexander Hamiltons økonomiske
rapporter, der oprindeligt definerede og skabte USA, og med
anerkendelse af, hvad klokken er slået; og med skiftet til en
totalt ny, international, økonomisk og strategisk orden, er
det vores ansvar at mobilisere USA og bringe det ind i denne
nye orden.

(Herefter  følger  aftenens  diskussion;  se  video/engelsk
udskrift.)  

 

WE MUST SET THE AGENDA!
THE UNITED STATES MUST JOIN THE NEW SILK ROAD.

International Webcast, Nov. 11, 2016

        MATTHEW OGDEN:  Good evening, it's November 11, 2016. 
Happy
Veterans' Day!  My name is Matthew Ogden, and I would like to
welcome you to our regular weekly Friday evening broadcast
here
from larouchepac.com.  I'm joined in the studio today by Ben
Deniston, my colleague, as well as Kesha Rogers, member of the
LaRouche PAC Policy Committee and former candidate for Federal
office — United States Congress and US Senate — joining us
from
Houston, Texas; and Michael Steger, joining us from San
Francisco, California, also a leading member of the LaRouche
PAC
Policy Committee.
        I hope everybody had a chance to see the post-election
broadcast special that we posted on this website on Wednesday;
which included some direct video statements from both Lyndon
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and
Helga LaRouche.  We've had a chance to speak with Mr. LaRouche
several times since then, including just about an hour ago;
and
Mr. LaRouche continues to make the point that this is a highly
inconclusive situation; very undefined.  We have yet to get
the
full facts on what the implications of the incoming
administration will be, but two points are very clear.  And I
think as people have observed very clearly, this has been a
total
repudiation of the entire Obama-Clinton-Wall Street apparatus
that had taken over the Democratic Party; but also, at the
same
time,  the  Bush-Cheney  Republican  Party  apparatus.   Both
parties
have now ceased to exist in their previous form, and we are in
an
unprecedented situation inside the United States.  The other
point  which  is  very  clear  is  that  the  LaRouche  Political
Action
Committee has set the agenda; and this point should have been
clear  for  years  leading  into  this,  including  from  Kesha
Rogers'
successful, highly impactful campaigns for Federal office. 
But
we've  put  on  the  agenda:  Glass-Steagall;  the  immediate
necessity
to shut down Wall Street; and the fact that the American
people
were not willing to accept the Obama-Clinton agenda to bring
the
United States into World War III with a confrontation with
Russia.  But we must continue to do so, and we must continue
to
set this agenda.  There can be no alternative, no replacement
for



a continued mobilization and a continued clarity of leadership
coming from the LaRouche Political Action Committee and our
allies.
        Now, I would like to read a short portion of the lead
item
which was posted on the LaRouche PAC website today, because I
think it very clearly defines what Mr. LaRouche's current
analysis of this situation is.  And then we can open up the
discussion from there.  But the title is, "Trump Victory Is
Only
a Reprieve from War Danger Unless a Much More Fundamental
Change
Can Be Enacted".  It begins by stating the following:
        "The election of Donald Trump and the defeat of both
Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama has provided a short reprieve in a
drive
for  World  War  III  against  Russia,  so  long  as  Obama  is
prevented
from taking some kind of insane action in his remaining lame
duck
weeks in office. The fact that an immediate danger of nuclear
war
is off the table for the time being is important; but it does
not
address the other grave crises that the world is facing.
        "The trans-Atlantic financial system is still on the
edge of
total disintegration, and unless that problem is immediately
addressed, the conditions will soon re-emerge for global war.
To
solve that imminent crisis, the US Congress must immediately
pass
the  pending  legislation  in  both  Houses,  to  reinstate  the
original
Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, breaking up the too-big-to-fail
banks



into totally separated commercial and investment banks. This
must
be the first order of business when Congress returns to
Washington early next week."
        This continues by saying:  "Well beyond that urgently
required action, other measures must be taken to forge a new
kind
of relations among the leading nations of the planet."  This
is
something we will elaborate much more during the course of
this
broadcast, but this statement goes on to cite some statements
that  were  made  by  Sergei  Glazyev,  a  leading  advisor  of
President
Putin; Chas Freeman, a top and very distinguished diplomat in
the
United States diplomatic community; and otherwise, that make
the
very clear and correct point that now is the time to realize
that
the world is moving into an entirely new paradigm.  And beyond
just a dÃ©tente between the United States and Russia, which is
a
potentially very positive development, the United States must
also reciprocate the offers from China to enter into this New
Silk  Road,  New  Paradigm  program;  entering  into  the  AIIB,
joining
the New Silk Road in a very concrete and definitive way.
        Now, what can be very clearly defined, is that Mr.
LaRouche
is the leading statesman on the scene right now in the United
States.  The Four New Laws that we have been repeatedly
emphasizing  over  the  course  of  the  recent  several  months
leading
into this election, continue to be the number one agenda item.
Of course, that begins with Glass-Steagall, but the entirety
of



the  program  is  a  Hamiltonian  renaissance  for  the  United
States.
        Now, during a discussion we had earlier today, Helga
Zepp-LaRouche emphasized this supplementary pamphlet which was
issued by the LaRouche Political Action Committee almost a
year
ago — "The United States Must Join the New Silk Road; a
Hamiltonian Vision for an Economic Renaissance".  And this
very
concretely lays out how the United States can join this New
Paradigm.
        Now, I'd like to just begin with a few excerpts from
these
statements that were made by Sergei Glazyev and Chas Freeman,
which I think clearly get to this point; but I think a lot
more
can be said.  This is an interview with Sergei Glazyev from
{Itar
Tass}  in  the  aftermath  of  the  Presidential  elections:  
"According
to  Glazyev,"  this  article  says,  "the  result  of  the  US
elections
show that 'The American people don't want war. For the first
time
in the world's history, there is a chance to a new global
economic order without waging a world war.'|"
        And then Chas Freeman, in a speech called "One Belt,
One
Road" which was delivered in Hawaii a few days before the
election, end with the point that "The United States must now
realize that the new paradigm defined by the AIIB and the New
Silk Road, and all of the other initiatives that have been
taken
by China, is the new game in town."  And Chas Freeman's point
is
that Americans are not in the game.  Now's the time for us to
enter into this and to realize that it's in our interest to



join
the  One  Belt,  One  Road  initiative.   Chas  Freeman  says,
"China's
growing influence is very good reason to seek a seat alongside
it, both in the new and old councils of the emerging multi-
polar
world, rather than continuing to futilely try to exclude it.
The
United  States  needs  to  be  constructive  and  helpful,  not
negative
and critical — still less obstructive — as all this unfolds.
Americans have a big stake in how Eurasia integrates, and in
what
its relationships with other continents and regions become. 
Time
to get in the game," he concludes; "time to participate in
crafting  the  post-Pax  Americana  order.   Time  to  leverage
China's
initiative to American advantage."
        And I could go on, but I want to just make the point
that
now is the time to recognize the full responsibility of the
intellectual leadership that LaRouche PAC has defined and
continues to deliver.  And taking the Four New Economic Laws,
taking  the  implications  of  Alexander  Hamilton's  economic
reports,
which  defined  and  created  the  United  States  in  the  first
place,
and recognizing what time it is; with the shift to an entirely
new international economic and strategic order, it's our
responsibility to mobilize and bring the United States into
that
new order.
        So, I'll just leave it at that; and I think we can
explore
some of the implications of this in discussion with Kesha and
Michael.



KESHA ROGERS:  OK, I will start in response by saying that
what
has to be recognized is that the fight has never been a matter
of
party politics, one party over the other; because as President
George Washington said, "Party politics is the bane of our
nation's existence."  What we saw during my campaigns for US
Congress, was very instrumental in that; because the people I
was
able to pull together were people from all different types of
backgrounds.  It was a question not of just what party you
belonged to, or what your race was, or any of that; but this
question of what do we want to see for our nation and for the
future of our nation?  Reviving the vision and the ideas of
President John F Kennedy, President Franklin Roosevelt; people
of
all different types of backgrounds — as has been stated — came
together around Glass-Steagall to defy Wall Street, and they
continue  to  do  so.   The  Republican  Party,  the  Democratic
Party,
and so forth.  So, I think it's important to note that what we
have identified is a question of the direction that mankind
has
to take; that the people of this nation have come together on
a
few accounts that have been completely against what the
establishment had thought would happen.  During my campaigns,
the
victories around the two nominations despite the fact that the
party establishment did everything in their power to create a
divide against the truth that myself, Mr. LaRouche, and our
slate
were saying; that Obama represented a threat to this nation. 
The
cancelling of the NASA Constellation program, the continued
policies for backing Wall Street against the interests of the
population.  The second time that we saw the population come



together in a real way — as has been said on a number of
occasions here — is the JASTA vote.  The JASTA vote was not a
—
Justice  Against  Sponsors  of  Terrorism  Act  —  was  not  a
Republican
or a Democratic issue; so I think we are now eliminating the
party system.  This has been a big part of what I have been
advocating, what Mr. LaRouche has been advocating is that we
have
to have a new conception of mankind brought forward.  I think
it's been very clearly stated in the discussions that we've
had
with him, that are really continuing and hopefully we can get
that developed in this discussion today.  The idea that this
is
not just a US issue; now we're talking about how do we improve
and develop new conceptions of international relations.  New
conceptions of relations among human beings.
        Just a couple of things I want to start off with to
develop
that.  First of all, just in the discussion we had with Mr.
LaRouche yesterday, in response to the election and where we
must
go from here, he said we will get a unity among human beings
as
human beings.  The US and Russia can work together as human
beings; and we are looking at mankind in a universal way.  We
are
going to learn how to apply our minds.  People have to see the
meaning of their existence in a way that most people have not.
If we're really going to conceptualize that idea, I think what
we're  going  to  discuss  here  today  is:   1.  The  concrete
policies
that are needed to bring together the type of collaboration as
we're seeing develop from the development of the BRICS nations
—
Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa — and their



cooperation.  The development of the AIIB, and the offer of
cooperation through the Silk Road, by President Xi Jinping to
the
United States.  People probably remember that Obama rejected
it.
Now, the mission is, we have to reverse the rejection.  We
have
to work with Russia; we have to take up China's offer.  But we
have to take it up in a bigger way than just around treaty
agreements or working together on international cooperation of
projects.  Those things will be essential, but the essential
is
going to be the development of a new, unified, international
mission  of  a  new  direction  for  mankind  in  space
collaboration.   I
want to develop that a little bit more, but I will stop right
there, because I think we need to pull a few more things
together
to come back to that point.

        MICHAEL STEGER:  The underlying ability for the
LaRouche
organization and LaRouche PAC to operate as a leading force on
the planet has been something that eludes most people.  It's
not
something that's in the predicates of the policies we've been
fighting for directly; there's something philosophically more
profound.  It does stand out, the fact that this election,
where
vote came from, what people voted for — whether it be in the
Democratic primary, where we saw Glass-Steagall both by Martin
O'Malley and Bernie Sanders, and again even by Trump at the
end
of the general election campaign; where Glass-Steagall came up
again. {We} were the leading factor and force of a political
fight, won in the opposition of Bush and Cheney and the clear
tyranny  that  they  represented,  but  even  more  distinctly,



because
of the nature of Obama in this last years–which is important
just to take a few seconds, not long, but just to recognize:
the
Republican Party for the last eight years worked with Obama.
There was no real opposition to it. That's why the Republican
Party is really in as much of a shambles as the Democratic
Party
is.
        The Party system, as Kesha said, is gone, because
there was
no legitimate opposition to Obama, except for what we did. And
it
started on the Obamacare question. We led the fight entirely.
We
defined it as a Nazi program, while the Republican Party was
likely going to adopt it and support it, the same way Mitt
Romney
had  pushed  in  Massachusetts.  It  was  generally  a  kind  of
Heritage
Foundation, right-wing, healthcare reform. We recognized it to
be, underlying, a fascist program of population reduction, and
we've been relentless with Obama, unrelenting, on the question
that  this  Presidency  was  a  failure  and  a  very  danger  to
mankind.
        But then you had Lyn's intervention following the
invasion
of  Libya,  and  the  killing  of  Muammar  Gaddafi,  and  Lyn's
precise
insight that this represented a very accelerated drive for
nuclear war. There was immediate resonance, immediate response
from the leadership in Russia. Like Dmitry Medvedev, [then
President, now Prime Minister]. And we saw an increasing level
of
recognition, somewhat slowly, but from key figures, who began
to
identify the fact that Lyn was absolutely right. And that



again
became a center of the discussion of the U.S. Presidential
election over the last few months.
        So, you have the immediate collapse of the financial
system
— which is there, we're on the precipice, this has been in the
financial media now practically for a year, going back to last
December, when the financial markets collapsed then. There's a
very, very imminent breakdown of the trans-Atlantic financial
system. It's an underlying bankruptcy, a deep bankruptcy. Then
you also have the immediate drive for war. Both of those
issues
have now been on the table. That's what the American people
voted
for. It was a mandate for the LaRouche policy. And for the
very
reason that the political establishment in this country
compromised on Lyn, going back to the 1980s, shut down his
efforts  for  space  exploration,  for  collaboration  among
nations,
and instead put an FBI attack on him and our organization,
they
got this kind of revolt. Had they adopted Lyn's policies then,
you wouldn't see neither the breakdown of our economy and our
society, the threat of nuclear war, or the collapse of a
revolutionary type situation in the United States.
        The only way to really address this problem is to
address it
quickly. We are talking about a timeframe where if the new
Administration coming in does not fulfill what the LaRouche
PAC
has defined as the "New Presidency," then it will fail, and
fail
quickly. There is a quality of crisis in the country, and so
there is a level of urgency that Mr. LaRouche expressed today
in
our discussions. We need to get a handle on this. The policy



orientation needs to be very clear. And it needs to be a
comprehensive  program.  You  can't  just  implement  Glass-
Steagall,
though that's exactly where you have to start. You've got to
go
with the full Hamilton perspective. You've got to look at a
full
development of the country. And you can't go with this Wall
Street garbage. It's not going to function.
        A point that Kesha really made an emphasis of, and
that Lyn
emphasized on Wednesday following this election, stands out,
because there is clearly — as Matt, you read from the Chas
Freeman quote — at the highest institutional level of
recognition, that this New Silk Road orientation is in depth;
it
is  not  weak;  it  is  not  superficial.  As  someone  from  the
Chinese
Consulate in San Francisco recently said, "This is not on
paper.
This is on the ground. This is a real project. This is not the
TPP." The question though, is how is this approached? The
approach of the political establishment may be best indicated
by
Henry Kissinger and these types: is to approach it from the
Hobbesian view — an animalistic view of man, where you're
looking for advantages. How do we take advantage of this? How
do
we work with this? China is looking to their advantage. How do
we
look to our advantage?
        It doesn't mean that one disregards one's own benefit.
But
the emphasis that Lyn made, and I think what Kesha was
developing, is that you have to look at the universal nature
of
mankind. You have to look at what policies, what approach



towards
the relationship among nations is of benefit to mankind as a
whole, or as Helga said on Wednesday in a discussion, what
used
to be referenced as the "common aims of mankind." That has to
be
then the basis, the philosophical basis for a scientific
foundation, for a new relationship among nations. And that
really
then defines how this can be very much a new paradigm or a new
era for mankind. Not only is an immediate action required, but
the potential of action is perhaps greater than it's ever
been.

OGDEN:  Just  to  continue  to  emphasize  the  point  that  you,
Kesha,
brought up, the first indications, I think very clearly, of
what
hit with full force with this election, was what you were able
to
generate around your campaigns for federal office.

        BEN DENISTON: Over and over again.

        OGDEN: Three times in a row. Twice the Democratic
nominee
for Congress, and then you forced the Senate campaign into a
run-off, in Texas, on precisely this LaRouche PAC program.
Every
time that people say, "Oh, we are so surprised, we are so
shocked, none of the polls saw this coming," whether it was in
this general election campaign for President, whether it was
in
the Brexit vote — every time somebody tells you that, you say,
"No, that's actually not true."

        DENISTON: Most people probably know, but it's worth
emphasizing:  Kesha  led  with  "Impeach  Obama."  You  had  a



Democrat
leading the Democratic ticket on impeaching Obama, and that
was
what shocked. It was national news. It's kind of amazing that
the
Democrats are so far behind, so much in this crazy bubble,
that
they can't see where the ferment is in the population. Just to
add that in there.

        OGDEN: Absolutely!

        DENISTON: It shocked the country, it shocked the
world.
There was international recognition when Kesha won [the
Democratic Party primaries for U.S. House in 2010 and again in
2012; and came in second in a field of five candidates for
U.S.
Senate in 2013, but lost in the run-off]. These guys are now
years and years behind the ball on this thing.

        OGDEN: The other element of your campaigns, Kesha, was
a
clear  vision  for  the  country.  This  is  an  element  of
inspiration
that  a  population  which  was,  yes,  legitimately  angry  and
enraged
against the policies of the last not 8 years, but the last 15,
16
years of both the Obama and Bush administrations, and had been
ground into the dust and left behind, and were literally
suffering from an increase in mortality, and so forth, as
we've
spoken about.
        It was not only a rage factor, in terms of that, but
it was
also, and it continues to be — and this must be recognized — a
deep desire for purpose, for meaning, for inspiration, and for



a
vision of what the future actually can be. And, Michael, as
you
were  saying,  it's  a  philosophical  question:  What  is  the
meaning
of  mankind?  What  is  this  really  all  about?  Why  am  I
struggling,
day in and day out? What's the meaning behind "what it means
to
be human?"
        And so, the Number One point of emphasis in your
campaigns,
Kesha, and the Number One point of emphasis continues to be,
what
is the role that mankind is going to play over the next 100
years
in this solar system and in the universe? It was clear when
John
F. Kennedy committed the United States to having a man on the
Moon before the end of the 1960s, that this was the defining
moment in the entire generation at that point. The United
States
rose to the challenge because it was a truthful challenge.
        We applied the Hamiltonian principles to make that
happen.
You stood up and you said "We're going back to space. China is
doing it." In the years since your campaigns, Kesha, China has
achieved unbelievable feats. There will be a robotic lander on
the far side of the Moon. If we put this on the agenda, and we
say, "We are no longer going to succumb to the backwards
agenda.
We're going to join hands, not only on the New Silk Road here
on
Earth, but we're going to join hands with China to go back to
the
Moon. We're going to go to Mars. We are going in a way which
affirms the true, creative nature of the human species. We're



going into space." That's the other element of this.

        ROGERS: Yeah, that was already defined by Krafft
Ehricke. It
was defined by Lyndon LaRouche. It was exemplified, as has
already been stated, in a conception of mankind and the
relationships among human beings, that most people, through
the
degenerate culture that we have been immersed in, has yet to
actually, truly experience. It's not just a question of "Well,
I
like this policy of going to the Moon," or "Yes, we should do
that,"  or  "Kennedy's  idea  of  going  to  the  Moon  was  for
economic
profits or to put feet on the Moon and then it was going to be
over." We were talking about policy for a 50-year-plus plan,
or
should we say, a generational.
        Right now, the problem is that we have lost the
conception
of  acting  for  the  next  generations.  Most  people  say,
especially
with space policy, "Well, we'll see what this next President's
going to do, but then after that we have to follow whatever
the
next President wants to do, and it's just going to be an
up-and-down cycle. Maybe we'll have a good one who wants a
good
policy, and maybe we'll have a bad one." But that's not how
the
process works. As I said, this is a question of international
relations, but also, as Krafft Ehricke said, the question of
development  of  space,  and  what  that  represents  for
understanding
our relationships right here on Earth is a Universal, an
Extraterritorial Imperative.
        I think these conceptions are not just things that are



to be
thrown around, but they really have to be conceptualized,
understood, and mastered, just as Lyn's emphasis and very
important call, that the only thing that can save the United
States right now, and for that matter save the entire world
against this economic collapse, is the return to those
Hamiltonian  principles  —  the  recognition  that  we  have  to
restore
an understanding of what Hamilton was developing in his four
reports: "Report on Public Credit;" "Report on a National
Bank;"
"Report on the Subject of Manufactures;" and "On the
Constitutionality of the Bank of the United States."
        We've done a number of very thorough presentations on
those
points, because that's not just something of the past, or just
"policy issues," but it is the necessary direction that has to
be
re-established right now: how are we going to build up our
capabilities on this planet to provide for the needs of every
single human being? We're talking about development around
food,
most  importantly  around  fusion  resources–LaRouche's  Fourth
Law.
We have to have a science-driver fusion program. This is the
key
aspect of China's policy for their Moon mission, and their
space
program — the mining of Helium-3, the development of the far
side of the Moon.
        This is the policy that the United States has gone far
away
from. We just have to just put the United States back on
course
again, and that the course of action has been clearly stated
by
the direction that China's taking with their space program.



It's
interesting to note: that was the direction we were going in,
or
slated to go in, with the development of the Moon, under not
just
President John F. Kennedy, but this was the policy that was
being
put forth prior to President Obama cancelling it.

OGDEN: I want to pick up on what you said, Michael. What the
LaRouche Movement — both in the United States, but also
internationally — has clearly been at the forefront of for
decades, is the agenda. The intelligentsia of the planet has
concentrated itself, at key moments of history, around what
the
conceptions for the future must be that have been laid forward
by
the LaRouche Movement. I just want to bring up one point which
was contained in this report. This is the transcript of an
international conference that took place in June of this year.
Coincidentally, it was literally the day after the Brexit vote
occurred; which had the entire trans-Atlantic expert
establishment on their heels.  Nobody supposedly saw this
coming.
But the keynote speaker at this event was Helga Zepp-LaRouche;
one of the other keynote speakers was Ambassador Chas Freeman.
At that point, the point of the One Belt, One Road policy, the
New Silk Road policy was put clearly on the agenda.  The other
major agenda item of this conference was the necessity to work
with Russia to resolve and rebuild the situation inside Syria.
This conference was called in order to discuss the contents of
this massive special report, which was published by {Executive
Intelligence Review}.  This is "The New Silk Road Becomes the
World Land-Bridge"; and with the publication of this, the
entire
nitty-gritty aspect of what this New Paradigm really means on
the



ground — not on paper, as you said, Michael — was put into
writing.
        At that point, Helga Zepp-LaRouche called for the
publication of a supplementary pamphlet which would concretely
elaborate exactly how the United States would join that New
Silk
Road.  And with all of the discussion now in the last few days
of
infrastructure and big projects and how to create millions of
new
jobs inside the United States, this is clearly the number one
item of relevance.  Now, we're going to play a short excerpt
from
a video which was put out by LaRouche PAC about two months
ago.
The full video is called "The New Silk Road Becomes the World
Land-Bridge",  but  this  short  excerpt  from  the  concluding
portion
of that video elaborates exactly how the United States could
work
with China and work with these Eurasian countries to build
itself
into this New Silk Road.  So, I'd like to play that excerpt
for
you right now.

        "As part of the trans-Atlantic, the United States is
also
associated with a high standard of living.  However, the Wall
Street-dominated, post-World War II paradigm has taken its
toll
on  the  US  economy  and  its  people.   Scrapping  its  agro-
industrial
sector for financial and services industries, with the promise
that  it  would  make  for  a  more  competitive  economy,  high-
earning
skilled work was out-sourced to cheaper markets abroad which



provide a living wage for their workers.  This flawed version
of
globalization lowered the productivity of the Americas as a
whole,  increased  the  rate  of  poverty  throughout  the
hemisphere,
and invited billions of dollars of illicit money flows from
the
global drug trade, which to this day represent a significant
portion of the cash on hand in the Western banking sector.
        "However, even after the 2007-2008 crisis, when the
bankruptcy of the trans-Atlantic financial system could no
longer
be covered up and needed an emergency bail-out —
        "|'This is not just about Lehman Brothers; these
problems
are not limited to Wall Street or even Main Street.  This is a
crisis for the global economy.'
        "– no serious structural reforms have been made to the
Western financial establishment; putting the West and the rest
of
the world at risk of an even greater crisis.
        "No wonder that in recent years, China, Russia, and
other
emerging economies have begun to create new international
financial  institutions,  based  on  a  concept  of  'win-win'
relations
among nations and created to facilitate economic development
and
trade for all participants instead of preserving the hegemony
of
some.  Instead of the exclusivity of US trade agreements like
the
Trans-Pacific Partnership, China has extended an invitation to
the  US  and  the  rest  of  the  Americas  to  join  them  in
establishing
a new era of global economic development.
        "'I state this very clearly to President Obama that



China
will be firmly committed to the part of peaceful development;
and
China will be firm in deepening reform and opening up the
country
….¦'
        "But can the US envision a world where it is no longer
the
sole superpower; and instead shares that responsibility with
other nations?
        "'|..¦.and will work hard to push forward the noble
cause of
peace and development for all mankind.' [Chinese President Xi
Jinping]
        "The potential for US participation in the New Silk
Road
program is immense.  One key project in EIR's New Silk Road
report is finally connecting the Eurasian continent with North
America at the Bering Strait.  A Bering Strait provides the
needed symmetry to make the One Belt, One Road strategy a
global
one; and would transform the two continents the same way the
ancient Silk Road opened up Europe to Asia.
        "Imagine boarding a magnetically-levitated train in
downtown
Paris or Berlin, travelling 250 miles per hour across the
steppes
of Siberia, through a tunnel below the Bering Strait, emerging
on
the other side in Alaska on your way to Manhattan.  Layered
with
a freight and passenger rail line running north-south from
Alaska
to the lower 48 states from Eurasia, is the construction of
the
long-awaited North American Water and Power Alliance [NAWAPA];
an



Apollo-era continental water management system that takes
freshwater run-off from Alaska and Canada, and diverts it
southward for use in the arid southwest United States.
        "And while the average American will tell you these
projects
are impossible, the average Chinese today is building them. 
In
the last decade, China — comparable in size to the United
States
— constructed over 11,000 miles of high-speed rail; and seeks
to
triple that number by 2020.  Similarly, China's Three Gorges
Dam
and South Water North projects are some of the greatest water
infrastructure projects ever undertaken.  In the new 'win-win'
paradigm, big infrastructure investment is the new normal
everywhere."

        That video is available on the LaRouche PAC YouTube
channel
and the LaRouche PAC website.  But I'd like to ask Ben to just
follow that up.

BEN DENISTON:  Off of the discussions that Matt referenced
with
Lyndon and Helga LaRouche in the last couple of days, we
wanted
to redirect people's attention to this supplementary pamphlet.
Obviously the full report is a little bit hefty for your
average
American, we did want to produce this shorter, condensed kind
of
organizing report to really grip people and give people a
sense
of what it means for the United States to join this New Silk
Road
program, this New Paradigm.  We want to make sure people know



—
we can bring up on the screen share here — that this full
report
is also available on our website.  If you go under "our
policies", "US Joins the New Silk Road" it's available right
there; and the entirety of the report is available here.  As
Matthew said, this was published almost one year ago, so maybe
some of the introduction might be a little bit dated to the
context of the time when we put this out; but the substance,
the
content, is still very relevant, very crucial, and integrates
together with the more recent focus Mr. LaRouche has put on
his
Four Laws program.
        But just to give people a very quick overview of the
report,
we can see here in the table of contents, it's broken into a
series of chapters following the introduction.  The first
chapter
really provides somewhat of a sketch, but a real presentation
of
what can be done in the United States in the context of
joining
this New Paradigm.  So, passing Glass-Steagall; engaging in an
international credit/finance system to facilitate growth,
development.  What does that mean?  Well, as was referenced in
the video, one of the mega-projects that's been on the table
for
a century now quite frankly, if not longer, is this Bering
Strait
connection; literally connecting, via high-speed rail, North
America into this entire World Land-Bridge perspective.  So,
that's been long recognized as a keystone project.  That can
come
together with — as was also discussed in the video — high-
speed
rail across the United States.  As Mr. LaRouche, in his work



on
the Eurasian Land-Bridge and World Land-Bridge, had developed,
these  are  more  than  just  rail  corridors;  this  mankind
developing
the interior regions of continents.  Moving from a coastal
dominated  civilization  to  one  that  actually  master  the
interior
landmass of regions.  A lot can be said, but this really goes
to
the heart of his science of economics, his insight, his metric
of
potential  relative  population  density;  how  mankind  can
transform
the  so-called  "carrying  capacity"  of  a  piece  of  land  of
society
with this kind of development.  So, bringing in high-speed
rail
and all the associated infrastructure to make vastly larger
regions of the territory of the United States inhabitable and
developable.  We have huge amounts of unused land waiting to
be
developed.
        In the development of this report, Helga LaRouche also
placed a large emphasis on the development of new cities; new
renaissance cities as she called for as part of the whole
development program.  Bringing rail, water, power to these new
regions  of  the  country  to  develop  new,  highly-organized
cities;
not  just  urban  sprawl,  not  just  endless  unorganized
development.
But actual cultural city centers organized around a central
region, focussed on an educational, artistic focus of society;
and  you  center  your  activity  around  that.   That's  also
discussed
in some detail in this report.
        This is obviously going to create major spin-off
effects in



terms of job requirements; rebuilding US industry.  All kinds
of
connected jobs required to support that kind of activity.  So,
this talk about creating millions of jobs, this can be done
very
easily in the context of this New Paradigm system.  One thing
we
fought with in producing this report was actually gripping
people
with what this means.  It's easy to go through the figures —
this many miles of rail, this many cities, etc. — but the
American people have suffered so long under a lack of this
kind
of development, that it's important to really grip people and
give them a sense that these are not just projects; this is
your
future.  This is a return to the idea that every generation is
going  to  be  fundamentally  better  off  than  the  generation
before
them.  That you live your life with the recognition that your
children are going to have a fundamentally better life than
you
were able to live; and it was because you and your generation
contributed to creating that.
        It's been recognized — LaRouche PAC may have been the
first
to point this out — but it's now generally recognized, the
current youth generation does not have that.  You have the
first
situation potentially in American history where the younger
generation is worse off than their parents' generation.  If
you
want to talk about the death rates, the drug epidemic, all
these
things, that's the substance of what's driving that process. 
Not
just poverty per se, but poverty in the context of no future;



complete degeneracy of society.
        So, returning to this idea that there is
to your job, to your employment, to your activity, to your
family's activity, to your neighborhood, your city, your town.
There's a purpose in investing and creating a new, higher
state
of living for the nation as a whole; and that's what this
really
means.   That's  driving  inspiration  in  China,  in  nations
working
with China; in this whole One Belt, One Road program.  That's
what we can revive and return to in the United States; that's
what these infrastructure projects really mean.  It's about
mankind  participating  in  the  truly  immortal  nature  of
mankind's
creative development.
        And what we also address in this report, just to point
this
out to people directly, is an added integral element of that
is a
real science driver program.  So, we have on the one hand —
it's
not separated, but together with the idea of joining the New
Silk
Road, rebuilding the United States on a higher level with new
infrastructure, a new standard of living; also engaging in the
science driver programs and technology driver programs that
push
to new frontiers.  Fusion power.  With fusion power, you can
completely transform mankind's capabilities; you can blast
mankind up to a higher level of potential existence.  Both in
making power available, but also completely revolutionizing
all
kinds of production, industry, technologies; it's a totally
new
stage for mankind.
        This  goes  directly  together  with  space;  the



development of
the Moon, the development of helium-3 resources on the Moon as
a
key fusion fuel.  So, bringing mankind really into a level of
a
Solar System species, a Solar System existence; and learning —
we had some discussion with Mr. LaRouche earlier today —
learning what the Solar System is really all about.  There are
some of the most basic things we still don't understand about
how
the  Solar  System  works;  even  how  the  Moon  works.   Our
knowledge
is  still  extremely  limited  in  terms  of  what  mankind  is
existing
in here in this Solar System; let alone what the Solar System
is
doing in the galaxy, and how to understand these kinds of
things.
Recognizing that that is kind of the first of the substance of
these kinds of revolutions of mankind's ability to exist.  If
we
discover these higher levels of the principles organizing the
fundamental nature of the universe, we can uniquely utilize
that
understanding to transform how we act.
        So, it's this intimate connection that Mr. LaRouche, I
believe, is the first to really define scientifically between
fundamental scientific discovery and the crucial rile of real
scientific  method  in  that  context,  and  what  people  call
economic
progress and economic growth.  That's the integrated central
picture that we have to present and break through on; and we
have
presented it in a somewhat short but moving and condensed and
illustrated way in this report.  So, Helga had specifically
requested  that  we  draw  people's  attention  again  to  this
important



piece of organizing ammunition that we have; to move people in
this time of ferment, in this time of potential, to not sit
back
and wait for something to happen, but to take action.  Realize
this is the future we can create.  We've just had an opening
created that gives us the potential to act; it's not here yet,
but now we have a potential that we have not had for four
terms
of the Presidency.  So, I think this is critical that we get
all
this on the table and move immediately with the recognition
that
this is the true mission of mankind.

STEGER:  I would just like to say, on the Four Laws, which
captured this policy direction, the subtitle is that this is
not
an option, but an immediate necessity.  And I think it's worth
making it clear that these are not policy options from the
standpoint  of  government.   These  Four  Laws  and  this
orientation
that Ben just laid out, is actually a necessary and integral
functioning of any competent form of government.  Hamilton
uniquely understood that at his time; there was resistance
from
the slave-based oligarchy at that time which opposed the
recognition that the economic power to unleash mankind's
advancement, to orient mankind towards this level through
manufacturing, through industry, and especially through the
scientific process.  But that was an integral part of what
government required to fulfill its obligation to the well-
being
of its population and its posterity.  So, these Four Laws are
a
necessity not simply because of the economic crisis; they must
be
adopted  by  government  as  laws.   Our  government  today,  to



secure
for the first time as Glazyev said, for the first time, world
war
is no longer a danger; and for the first time the United
States
will set the leading example of a form of self-government
based
on the highest scientific conception of mankind based on these
Four  Laws;  and  have  the  economic  power  and  potential  to
unleash
that unique characteristic of mankind.  These Four Laws are of
that quality of significance.

        OGDEN:  This is the immediate action agenda.  And as
Lyndon
and  Helga  LaRouche  said  earlier,  there's  a  lot  that's
undefined;
there's very inconclusive facts available right now.  But the
one
thing that is clear, is that we need a full-scale mobilization
from the people who are involved in the activities of LaRouche
PAC, to immediately force the Glass-Steagall agenda.  Congress
is
coming back into session at the very beginning of next week —
Monday  and  Tuesday.   They  need  to  be  confronted  with  an
absolute
torrent, a flood of calls and activity from around the country
to
say "There is nothing else; this is agenda point one."  And to
pull  out  all  the  stops  on  this  entire  program.   We've
emphasized
we have the ability to pull together the entire country on the
Four  Laws  action  page;  this
is  action.larouchepac.com/fourlaws.
If you haven't signed up there yet, that's available.  There's
also a place where you can submit your reports.  All of the
material that you need is on that website, including the
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Alexander Hamilton four reports and Mr. LaRouche's original
document, "LaRouche's Four Laws".  Then as Ben just showed
you,
we also have this supplementary page, a digital pamphlet that
we
produced; "The United States Joins the New Silk Road".  This
is
also available on the LaRouche PAC website.
        So, we are in undefined and uncharted territory right
now; I
think people are recognizing that at the point that the United
States, for example in the 1930s, faced similar situations, it
was only because of the immediate leadership that Franklin
Roosevelt provided with the entire program — this was the
initial  Glass-Steagall,  this  was  a  reorganization  of  the
entire
bankrupt financial system, this was immediately getting people
back to work — that is the agenda.  At that point, it was
undefined what was going to happen; it was because Franklin
Roosevelt provided the kind of leadership that he did, that
prevented what could have been a very dangerous situation from
degenerating into that.  It's our responsibility to place that
onto the agenda now.  Nobody else is going to do that.  We
have a
short reprieve, a short window of reprieve from the danger of
World War III.  You have qualified leadership from around the
world tentatively reaching out and saying we are ready for an
entirely new paradigm of relations with the United States.
Russia, China, other countries around the world.  But the
United
States that they want, is LaRouche's United States.
        So, thank you very much for joining us.  I'd like to
especially thank Michael and Kesha.  Kesha, thank you; and I'm
sure we will be looking to you for some more in the near
future.
And I'd like to thank Ben for joining me here in the studio.
Please  stay  tuned  to  larouchepac.com.   If  you  haven't

http://larouchepac.com/


subscribed
to our YouTube channel yet, do so immediately.  And subscribe
to
our weekly and daily emails as well.  Thank you and good
night.

 

 

 

 

              

 

  


